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In 1925, in the spring, Count Victor Lustig went to a big hotel
in Paris. He took some very expensive rooms. There he met his
friend, Daniel Collins.

Lustig worked for the French government, and Collins was

an American. They both wanted to make a lot of money and they
had avery clever plan.

They asked five rich businessmen to meet them in their hotel.
When the five men came, Lustig and Collins told them a secret.

This is a secret. The Effil Tower is
dangerotts. It is going to fall down.

The government wants to sell it. Would one
of you like to buy the Eifftl Tbwer?

It will be expensive
to pull down the Tower.

Yes, but sell the old metal from the Tbwer
and you will be rich! Now, do not tell

anyone about this. The people of Paris
will be angry tf they lose the Tbwer.



The five businessmen were very excited. They all wanted to
buy the Eiffel Tower. One of them, called Andre Poisson, wanted
to pay a lot of money.

One week later, Lustig and Collins asked Poisson to come to
the hotelagarn. Theytalked aboutthe Eiffel Tower andPoisson was
very excited.

Now Poisson was sure that the story was true. Government
officials always needed money. He could sell the old metal very
easily and he would be rich. So Poisson gave Lustig and Collins
a lot ofmoney for the government officials. Then he left the hotel,
a happy man.

Good! You can buy it butfirst
we must give some money

to some government fficials.
Then they will help you.



Lustig and Collins were also very happy. They had all
Poisson's money in their pockets. They left the hotel and they left
France.

They waited for the police to come but no police came. They
read all the newspapers but there was no news about the Eiffel
Tower. Poisson did not go to the police. He had been a fool and
he did not tell anyone.

Some time later, Lustig and Collins met again.

Yes, and we can play
the same trick again.



READING TASKS :

1 . Lustig and Collins were 
- 

a. make a lot of money

2. Thev planned to \ b. the Eiffel Tower was dangerous.

3. They held a meeting with - 
". 

two clever men.

4. They told them that
5. They offered to

6. Andre Poisson wanted

7. Lustig and Collins asked him for

8. Then they left

9. Poisson didn't tell anyone

l O.Lustig and Collins could play

d. money for officials.
e. because he felt foolish.

f. the same trick again.

g. five businessmen.

h. sell the Tower to them.
i. to buy it.
j. France with the money.
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Find words or pniaSes in the'r:Stor:y w,hich mean the opposite

I"i. ' .t : a .t -t-to these.' See the example.

cheap

foolish
bored

a little money

f alse

with great difficulty
poor

sad

expensive
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